
Explore IDS Service360
A Complete Suite of Tools to Refuel Your Service Department



Would you like to run a more effective service department, so you can deliver units to your  
customers much, much faster?

Then consider Service360 – our end-to-end service solution that integrates seamlessly with your IDS Astra G2 
dealership management system to empower your team to work more effectively and collaboratively, 

helping you reduce your Repair Event Cycle Time (RECT).

Refuel Your Service Department
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How Service360 Fits with Your Customer Journey:
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Keep all tasks and appointments in one place, so you know 
what’s going on at any time and nothing ever falls through 

 the cracks.

Centralize All Information

Send automated texts to your customers to keep them 
informed about the status of their unit and/or initiate two-way 

conversations with them.

Accelerate Customer Communication

Create, assign and review tasks for any day, user and location 
(while associating them with specific work orders, jobs, 

customers, etc.) in a matter of clicks.

Automate Task Management

Easily view and find all your work orders, jobs and customers, 
so you know the status of every item in your service 

department.

Track Work Orders & Customers
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IDS ServiceCRM

Empower Your Service Writers to Deliver the Fastest,  
Most Efficient Service Possible

Are your service writers struggling with delivering timely and effective service to your customers?  
With IDS ServiceCRM, you can empower them to keep all their tasks in one place and completely automate their 

customer communications, ensuring your Repair Event Cycle Time (RECT) never falls below average again.

Send real-time task notifications straight to your service 
technicians’ mobile devices to keep them up to date and inside 

their bays.

Keep Your Techs Informed
Track all open service items from anywhere, anytime and 

make decisions on the go.

Mobile Work Order
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Allow customers to sign your work order documents from any 
device and location.

Ensure Convenience

Feel confident that your advisors and customers will find the 
document interface professional and easy to use.

Create a User-Friendly Flow

Monitor the status of your work order signing ceremonies in 
real-time

Track Signatures

IDS Digital Signatures

Effortlessly Obtain Customer eSignatures for  
Work Order Approvals from Anywhere

Did you know that you can empower your customers to sign your work order documents from anywhere at any time?
 

Thanks to IDS Digital Signatures, you can email documents to customers right from your dealership management 
system and automatically upload them to a work order document manager the moment they are signed, eliminating any 

unnecessary steps and creating a more efficient workflow for both your dealership and customer. 

Guarantee security, complying with the electronic signature 
laws in both Canada and the US.

Be Compliant

Approvals are stored to the work order and can be easily 
retrieved as a reference.

Eliminate Chargebacks
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View all work orders on one screen, update their statuses as 
well as create new custom or canned jobs.

Manage Tasks More Effectively

Clock in or out of scheduled jobs to accurately measure 
budgeted versus actual time.

Track Time

Capture multiple photos and immediately attach them to 
related work orders or jobs to save time, eliminate warranty 
claim denials, and prevent claims of damage on units while 

in your possession

Take Photos

Save time on manually re-entering work orders and increase 
their accuracy.

Eliminate Errors

IDS Service Mobile

Increase Technician Efficiency

Would you like your technicians to spend less time running around and more time in their bays turning wrenches?

Then consider IDS Service Mobile, an easy-to-use application that works on most iOS and Android mobile devices, 
anywhere there is a cellular or Wi-Fi connection – whether it’s in your client’s or your own driveway, out on the lot or in 

the great outdoors.



Send payment requests to your customers by text or email 
right from the work order in your dealership management 

system.

Email or Text Payment Requests

Automatically post payments to the Accounts Payable 
module in your dealership management system once they are 

processed.

Sync with Accounts Payable

IDS Mobile Payments

Accept Customer Payments from Anywhere

Did you know that your customers can pay you from anywhere, without needing to set foot in your dealership?  
With the IDS Gravity Payments integration, you can send invoices and receive payments via email or text,  

on any device with a browser.
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Get a high-level look at your overall RECT performance to 
ensure you know where you stand.

See the Whole Picture

Drill down to specifics, including individual work orders, part 
numbers and labor hours.

Zoom in on the Details

Understand the impact of parts availability and warranty 
coverage on your repair time.

Analyze Each Bottleneck

Pinpoint & Solve Your Biggest RECT Bottlenecks

Pinpoint and solve your biggest Repair Event Cycle Time (RECT) bottlenecks with IDS RECT Reports by comparing  
your RECT data to that of other dealers across the country to see where you stand.

Review historical data via numerous charts and graphs to spot 
trends and aide forecasting.

Visualize Your Data
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Anthony Frandanisa, TACOMA RV

IDS ServiceCRM has been great, especially the task reminder feature. Service writers can 
create a task for pretty much anything with our customers, and they can put a date on it, 
so the task gets automatically added to their work feed on that day. That way, they can see 
everything they need to do when checking in a particular unit, like calling a customer or 
giving them some feedback.

„

Mike Regan, CRESTVIEW RV

IDS RECT Reports have put a spotlight on an issue that’s been affecting our entire industry. 
Now that we know the exact effects of the key service bottlenecks, I’m excited to start 
working with manufacturers to fix them.

„

What Our Customers Have to Say:

Anthony Frandanisa, TACOMA RV

IDS Service Mobile has been a great tool for us as we strive to provide greater service to 
our customers. The technicians use it as their primary desktop, which gives them access to 
the advisor’s photos and limits the back and forth from workstations to input information. 
This has led to an increase in efficiency as well as clearer communication of concerns and 
repairs.”

„
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See IDS Service360 in Action

800-769-7425 sales@ids-astra.com
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